
AgendaMaker 2.3
Kurt Swasing kswasing@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Applications:

http://users.aol.com/kswasing/mypage.html

AgendaMaker will help you collect, organize, and sort through all the information
that makes your life particularly yours. The program integrates notebook, task,
calendar, alarm, mail, messaging, and conferencing features into one seamless
application.

Shareware $25

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://users.aol.com/kswasing/mypage.html


Eliza 6.0
Tom Bender tombb@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Applications:

http://members.aol.com/tombb/Trans_Tex_Software

Enjoy a rousing conversation with your Mac.  Eliza will play the part of a
psychologist, conducting an open-ended clinical interview.  As the patient, you get
opinions and advice on a wide range of subjects.  Eliza has a large vocabulary and the
ability to formulate a virtually unlimited number of responses.

Shareware $5

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://members.aol.com/tombb/Trans_Tex_Software


I Ching Connexion 2.3
Ed van Zon edvanzon@euronet.nl

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Applications:

/info-mac/app/

The I Ching Connexion is an ever-changing but always consistently interlocking
graphic representation of the way the 64 hexagrams of the I Ching interrelate. As
such it is the key to widen and deepen the interpretation of the outcome of
a divination. It features the translation James Legge made (published in 1882,
England) of the Imperial Edition of the I (published in 1715, China). This alone
makes the program useful for anyone interested in the I Ching. Besides that it adds
two radical views to the ancient Book of Changes: the Connexion and the Mediator. It
also features an I Ching clock, a presentation of the link between the I Ching and
astrology. And it allows you to calculate your natal hexagram. The I Ching Connexion
requires a Macintosh with System 7.0 or later, 32-bit Color Quickdraw and at least
256 colors or grays. It's optimised for both PowerPC and 680x0 Macs (FAT
application).

Shareware $20

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Personal Log 2.1.2
Michael F. Kamprath kamprat@leonardo.net

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Applications:

http://www.leonardo.net/kamprath/claireware.html

Personal Log allows you to easily create and manage collection of notes in one,
easy-to-use file.  Notarize each note by electronically signing them with
PowerTalk. It's perfect for logs, diaries, and electronic notebooks. Associate a
subject, time, and keywords with each note. Search all notes in a file to find exactly
what you need. Embed a wide range of objects (pictures, sounds, file aliases, etc.)
into each note. Supports Quickdraw GX printing. Includes 68K and PowerPC
versions. Also allows editing of text files with no 32K limit!

Shareware $25

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.leonardo.net/kamprath/claireware.html


ScrapIt Pro 5.12
John V. Holder jvholder@northcoast.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Applications:

/info-mac/app/

ScrapIt Pro, is the editable, searchable multimedia scrapbook... and a mini-word
processor to boot! Need a place to store, sort, display and search all of your text
notes, sounds, GIF files, JPEG files, QuickDraw 3D files? ScrapIt Pro is the utility
you've been looking for! Anything you can copy to the clipboard can be pasted and
stored in a ScrapIt Pro file. Features full support of Apple's latest technology; Drag
& Drop, QuickDraw 3D, Speech, and more!

Shareware $20

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



ShareDraw 2.01
Peirce Software info@peircesw.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Applications:

http://www.peircesw.com/

ShareDraw is a full-featured drawing application for the Macintosh. It can be used
to create high quality illustrations, drawing, and schematics. ShareDraw has many
more features than can be described here. A few features of special note are its
multi-copy effects, powerful gradients, graphics library support, color blends,
text binding to any curve, a very handy live help system, project management,
24-bit color, rulers, grids, QuickDraw GX printing, and PICT or EPS file export.

Shareware $24.95

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.peircesw.com/


Style 1.4.1
Marco Piovanelli piovanel@kagi.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Applications:

http://www.kagi.com/authors/piovanel/

Style is a styled text editor, i.e. an application that lets you create, edit and print
styled text documents. In a styled text document each character can have its own
font, size, style, and color. In Style you can even embed pictures and sounds within
the text. Unlike other styled text editors, Style doesn't impose any hard limit on the
size of your documents (no 32K barrier!), nor on the number of windows open at
the same time. The only limit is available memory. Style is a memory-based editor
(i.e. it keeps all the text in RAM), but it automatically takes advantage of the
available system memory when possible, so there's no need to adjust its partition
size to edit large documents.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.kagi.com/authors/piovanel/


Tester 4.21
John Lindal jafl@alice.wonderland.caltech.edu

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Applications:

/info-mac/app/

Tester is a complete test editor. Type in the questions, add pictures where
necessary, then print multiple copies of the test, with each copy having a different
question ordering, and with an answer key for each copy. You can also practice
taking tests. Teachers can record statistics on computer practice sessions and use
this to analyze class performance and fine tune their tests. This is a demo version
that lets you practice any test but only lets you create tests up to 10 questions long.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Tex-Edit Plus 1.7.1
Tom Bender tombb@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Applications:

http://members.aol.com/tombb/Trans_Tex_Software

Tex-Edit Plus is a multi-window, styled text editor that fills the gap between
Apple's bare-bones SimpleText and a full-featured word processor. It is
particularly useful for formatting text that is transmitted to and from a BBS.
Tex-Edit Plus is small, fast, easy-to-use and requires little memory.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://members.aol.com/tombb/Trans_Tex_Software


TGP II 1.41
John Lindal jafl@alice.wonderland.caltech.edu

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Applications:

/info-mac/app/

Teacher’s Grading Program  helps you manage your student's grades quickly and
easily. Everything is organized into 3 simple worksheets. Point, click, and type!
Unlimited number of students & assignments per class. Choose from 4 methods of
computing final grades! 8 different printouts including Home Notices! This is a demo
version that allows you to enter up to 5 assignments.

Shareware $25

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



TimeSlice 1.2.1
Maui Software mauisw@aloha.net

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Applications:

http://aloha.net/~mauisw/

TimeSlice is useful for consultants, programmers, attorneys, graphic designers, or
anyone who bills for time, or just wants a simple solution for keeping track of time
events. If you've used the TimeTracker product, you'll love TimeSlice. TimeSlice can
be thought of as a TimeTracker Pro (or TimeTracker can be thought of as a
TimeSlice Lite).

Shareware $25

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://aloha.net/~mauisw/


TimeTracker 2.8
Maui Software mauisw@aloha.net

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Applications:

http://aloha.net/~mauisw/

Do you work or charge by the hour? If so, then you need TimeTracker. TimeTracker
is a simple time-tracking application for recording time tasks on the Mac. It is
useful for consultants, programmers, attorneys, graphic designers, or anyone who
bills for time, or just wants a simple solution for keeping track of time events.

Shareware $25

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://aloha.net/~mauisw/


Word Translator 1.7
Halldor Gislason halldorg@centrum.is

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Applications:

/info-mac/app/

Word Translator is a translation program. This shareware version includes several
sample dictionaries, including Spanish, Portuguese, French, Italian and German but
more languages are available. You can use Word Translator to translate words and
phrases from one language to another. It is easy to change dictinaries as well as add
your own translations and words.

Shareware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Apprentice Info
Celestin Company, Inc. celestin@celestin.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Development:

http://www.celestin.com/

Apprentice is the definitive CD-ROM collection of Mac source code and utilities.
You'll find tons of example code, as well as the latest and greatest programming tools
and utilities. Updated twice yearly, Apprentice is one of the nicest programmer
resources around. This document describes Apprentice, the Apprentice web site, and
includes a special offer for ordering Apprentice directly from Celestin Company.

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.celestin.com/


BBEdit Lite 3.5.1
Bare Bones Software support@barebones.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Development:

http://www.barebones.com/

BBEdit Lite is a freeware derivative of BBEdit. It includes QuickStart document
which describes many of the application's features. Full documentation, as well as a
considerable amount of additional functionality, is available with the purchase of
BBEdit 4.0.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.barebones.com/


Chipmunk Basic 3.3.7
Ron Nicholson rhn@nicholson.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Development:

http://www.rahul.net/rhn/cbas.page.html

Chipmunk Basic is a simple Basic interpreter, accelerated for PowerMacs. It is
similar to the line number interpreters of circa 1980. Its roots are from a Pascal
program, basic.p, that was part of the test input suite to p2c, a pascal to c
translator.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.rahul.net/rhn/cbas.page.html


DragInstall 2.0
Ray Sauers draginstall@sauers.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Development:

http://www.sauers.com/

DragInstall is an installer that is as easy as dragging files and folders from one
place to another. This trial version creates installers that will last for only one day.
Contact the publisher for licensing information.

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.sauers.com/


Gooey 1.2
George Cossey

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Development:

/info-mac/dev/

Gooey is a graphical user interface building application. Use it to build frameworks
for your applications. Comes with both a 68K and PPC version. The package is not
public domain, however it is free for your use and may be freely distributed. It is
still copyrighted and may not be sold. All the source code and resources generated
from this program belong to the user.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



HoW Developer’s Kit 1.3
Ross Brown AWOLSP@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Development:

/info-mac/dev/

Help on Wheels developer's kit (now supporting Metrowerks CodeWarrior as well
as the MPW environment, and PowerPC as well as 68K programs) includes a
sample application, and everything a developer would need to add help service to an
application, control panel, or extension.  The client interface is designed to take the
burden of display, printing, saving, and other common help functions away from the
developer.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



MacPerl 5.0.3
Matthias Neeracher neeri@iis.ee.ethz.ch

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Development:

http://www.iis.ee.ethz.ch/~neeri/

MacPerl is a Macintosh port of Perl, a language that combines some of the features
of C, sed, awk and shell. Both a standalone application and MPW tool are included.
The standalone application requires System 7, but "MacPerl Runtime" provides a
decent subset of the functionality under System 6. Some of the really cool features
require ToolServer, System 7, and enough RAM. Includes complete C source code for
building the application and tool under MPW.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.iis.ee.ethz.ch/~neeri/


PopupFuncs 2.7
Bare Bones Software support@barebones.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Development:

http://www.barebones.com/

PopUpFuncs is a productivity tool for developers. When invoked by clicking on a
control in a source code window's title bar, it creates a popup menu of every
function contained in a source code file, allowing you to see instantly the contents of
an unfamiliar file. If a name is selected from the menu, the file is instantly scrolled
to the beginning of that function. PopUpFuncs works with CodeWarrior, MPW,
THINK C/Symantec C++, SADE, BBEdit, and QUED/M, and parses C, C++, Pascal,
Object Pascal, assembler, Rez, and Fortran source files.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.barebones.com/


PowerLisp 1.2
Roger Corman rgcorman@crl.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Development:

http://www.crl.com/~rgcorman/

PowerLisp 1.2 is the public release of PowerLisp, a Common Lisp development
environment for the Macintosh. It consists of a Common Lisp interpreter,
native-code 680x0 compiler, 680x0 macro assembler, disassembler, incremental
linker and multi-window text editor. It requires a Macintosh with at least a 68020
processor and system 7.0 or later. About 2.5 megabytes of RAM are required to run
it, and to do much with it you need more like 5 or 6 megabytes. Like any Common
Lisp system, the more memory the better. New to PowerLisp 1.2 is full native mode
support on PowerMacs. A PowerPC compiler, assembler and disassembler are
included along with a fat binary which runs on either a PowerMac or 68k Mac.
PowerLisp is extremely fast. All compiled PowerLisp functions execute as native
machine instructions. The speed is comparable to other fully compiled languages.

Shareware $50

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.crl.com/~rgcorman/


ProFont 2.0
Steve Gilardi squeegee@mindport.net

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Development:

/info-mac/dev/

ProFont is a version of Monaco 9 which includes slashed zeros, seriffed ells, etc. It
is a good font for programmers. This release fixes a problem with printing the
installation instructions. New since the 1.0.3 release are outline versions of
ProFont (TrueType and Type 1). Installation instructions are included for System
7.x.x (including 7.5.1) on 68K and Power Macs. ProFont needs an installer! If you
can help, please read the enclosed "ProFont info" file.

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Smaller Installer 1.1.1
Bill Goodman goodman@cyclos.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Development:

http://www.cyclos.com/

This is an installer with built-in compression. To create your own installer, you
will also need a copy of Compact Pro®. In addition, you may require a resource
editor such as ResEdit™ or Resorcerer®.

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.cyclos.com/


Tools Plus 3.0
Water's Edge Software WaterEdgSW@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Development:

/info-mac/dev/

Tools Plus is a set of powerful, yet easy-to-learn productivity libraries for Mac
programmers using THINK C and THINK Pascal. It includes over 170 high-powered
"set and forget" routines.

Shareware from $99 up

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Apeiron 1.0.2
Ambrosia Software help@ambrosiasw.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Games:

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/

Apeiron combines classic arcade action with state of the art computer animation &
digital sound. Your ethereal energy is trapped within a crystal shard. The mushroom
patch residents sense your presence & hunt your crystal. With plasma cannon
blazing, you must hold out. Professionally rendered sprites, digital audio effects &
non stop action all make Apeiron a game to be reckoned with.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/


Barrack 1.0.1
Ambrosia Software help@ambrosiasw.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Games:

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/

Barrack exhibits a precarious balance between action and strategy; thinking and
reflex. The feeling you get from playing Barrack is an eccentric harmony between
the automatic, mind-numbing pleasure of Tetris and the kind of action found in
Maelstrom. The result is that you'll be left with sweat on your brow. Barrack
features stunning artwork, intense action, vibrant 8-channel stereo sound effects,
and the addictiveness that comes standard in an Ambrosia game.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/


Blackjack Deluxe 2.1.5
Circumflex Software paulmorphy@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Games:

/info-mac/game/crd/

Blackjack Deluxe has been described as the best Blackjack casino package on ANY
computer platform.  It runs on almost every Macintosh with System 7 or later.  It
requires 32 bit addressing to be on (meaning certain machines like the original
Mac, Mac 512K, Mac 512ke, Mac Plus, Mac SE etc. can't run it because they can
only address 24 bits due to a problem in the Macintosh ROM.)  Blackjack also
requires 1600K of RAM to be free, and it takes up 2MB of hard drive space.  The
120 page color manual that comes with Blackjack Deluxe takes up 2.6 MB of space.
This is a self running application; you will NOT need a word processor to read the
manual.

Shareware $20

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Chiral 1.0.4
Ambrosia Software help@ambrosiasw.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Games:

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/

Chiral is a fusion between the scientific concept of atomic bonding and the addictive
game play of Tetris. Players are challenged to form bonds between atoms to create
inert molecules before the atoms overflow from a vial. Points are scored by the
complexity of the molecular pattern and the speed with which it is assembled. A
doctorate in atomic chemistry is not needed; an interactive tutorial, Chiral Basics,
is included with the package.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/


Escape Velocity 1.0.0
Ambrosia Software help@ambrosiasw.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Games:

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/

Escape Velocity spans a number of genres, combining elements of classic "trading"
games, arcade space shoot-outs, and strategy simulations. Whether you choose to
build a trading empire, aid the Rebellion in a civil war, or strike out on your own
as a ruthless pirate, Escape Velocity provides a multitude of options for the game
connoisseur. This open-ended gameplay allows each player to chart their own
course as they play; there's no "right" way to play Escape Velocity, as long as you
have fun!

Shareware $20

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/


Factory 1.2
Patrick Calahan pcal@agora.rdrop.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Games:

/info-mac/game/arc/

Factory is the industrial devolution game. It takes you to a not so distant future in
which automated manufacturing systems have failed and it's up to you to keep the
factories running. You must direct various components along conveyor belts and
through pipes by clicking on control switches. Properly combine the components
into finished products and meet your quota or you're fired! The registered version of
Factory includes an editor so that users can create and share their own custom
factories and products.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Giza 2.0.0
B&B Software bobmanc@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Games:

http://www.bluefin.net/~bobmanc/

Giza is a 3D, first person perspective, fully texture mapped adventure game for the
Mac. You are a scientist who has discovered that the great pyramids of Egypt will
soon be destroyed. The secrets that can save them lie within the pyramids
themselves. You must try to collect all the information you need without getting
yourself killed. Giza is full of secrets, gold and dangers. There are tricks, traps and
evil inhabitants in the pyramid that will try to stop you. There is also a special
ring, transporters, secret passageways and magic potions that can help you. 25
levels of mystery and adventure. Giza also comes with an editor that lets you create
your own pyramid levels! Challenge your friends with levels you created or upload
them for others to try. The editor is so easy to use that anyone can create great
levels in minutes.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.bluefin.net/~bobmanc/


GopherGolf 3.0.6
B&B Software bobmanc@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Games:

http://www.bluefin.net/~bobmanc/

GopherGolf is the miniature golf game for Macintosh. It's great fun for all ages. Now
you and your family can enjoy the fun of putting through castles, windmills, pipes
and water in the comfort of your own home. Watch out for that pesky gopher, You
never know where he will pop up next. Play the courses included in this package or
create your own courses with the built-in editor. You can also play courses created
by other registered users.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.bluefin.net/~bobmanc/


KeyWack 2.0
Paul Duffy epware@world.std.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Games:

/info-mac/edu/yng/

KeyWack is a game for babies who like to sit at their parent's Mac and bang the
keyboard. KeyWack prevents babies from accidentally opening most programs or
documents, and makes banging even more fun by drawing shapes and playing random
sounds as the keys are whacked. This program works with any Mac (with System
6.0.2 or higher) but looks best on one with color.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Maelstrom 1.4.3
Ambrosia Software help@ambrosiasw.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Games:

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/

This Macintosh classic is what put Ambrosia on the map as the leading Macintosh
shareware publisher. With detailed color animation, four channels of digital sound,
and smooth game play, Maelstrom takes full advantage of the Macintosh's
multi-media capabilities. All the game needs is someone with guts and a thirst for
glory in the pilot's seat.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/


Swoop 1.0.2
Ambrosia Software help@ambrosiasw.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Games:

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/

Developed by David Wareing, of Adelaide, Australia, Swoop is an arcade classic
combining pulse-quickening game play with state of the art computer animation and
audio effects. Smooth flowing action, detailed full color graphics, and custom sound
effects all provide for exciting game play. The only thing missing is the cash box in
which to pump your coins.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/


Ultima III 1.3
Leon McNeill beastie@lairware.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Games:

http://www.swcp.com/~beastie/

Ultima is one of the primary games that formed the basis of what a computer
role-playing game should be. Some would argue that Ultima should be called an
adventure game. With each Ultima, the bar was raised for the role-playing
standard. Ultima I and II are loads of fun, but Ultima III was the first to be truly
addictive. It doesn't have real-time texture-mapped 3D perspective views or
network play, but it has fantastic gameplay.

Shareware $25

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.swcp.com/~beastie/


DNS Lookup 0.9.2
Paul Herman a540pau@pic.ucla.edu

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Network:

ftp://ftp.pslc.ucla.edu/pub/paul/

DNS Lookup is a semi-port of nslookup for UN*X. If you want to translate an IP
address into a domain name, or vice versa, this is the utility for you.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

ftp://ftp.pslc.ucla.edu/pub/paul/


EasyServe 0.2
Jason Linhart jason@crocker.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Network:

http://Summary.Net/soft/easyserve.html

EasyServe is an extremely simple World Wide Web server. It serves pages to the
WWW. That is all it does. There´s no logging, no CGI, no administration of any kind.
Simply run EasyServe. You might want to put an alias to EasyServe in your startup
items folder. Then any file in the docs folder is served to the WWW. Look in the
EasyServe window to find the URL (location) where your documents are served.
EasyServe REQUIRES OpenTransport 1.1. It´s a fat binary for both 68K Macs and
PPC Macs.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://Summary.Net/soft/easyserve.html


File eXpress ∆1.1
Walter Pelsch ruskin@applelink.apple.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Network:

/info-mac/comm/

File eXpress allows you to send any file on your Mac to any other machine running
File eXpress just by “dropping” the item to send on the FX•Packager's mailbox icon
in the Finder.  File eXpress also creates a single “FX•InBox” folder on your desktop
where you'll be able to quickly access items sent to you by other File eXpress users.
File eXpress will even deliver your files over AppleTalk and TCP/IP at the same
time!  So you'll be able to use a single tool and the same user interface to send files
to other File eXpress users regardless of which network protocol they use.  And, as
File eXpress was built from the ground up to be completely asynchronous, you’ll be
able to continue with your work while File eXpress sends and receives your
packages in the background.  No more waiting for your Macintosh to “release” the
Finder when you transfer your files or folders across the network.

Shareware $25

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Internet Config 1.2
Quinn "The Eskimo" quinn@quinn.echidna.id.au

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Network:

http://coos.dartmouth.edu/~emk/ic/index.html

Internet Config is a Macintosh application and extension that permit applications to
share the same preferences. This means that you no longer need to tell quite as many
programs what your email address is, the name of the organization with which you
are affiliated, or what program you prefer to use to read netnews. Many Internet
applications are Internet Config-aware, such as Newswatcher, Fetch, Anarchie, etc.

Public Domain

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://coos.dartmouth.edu/~emk/ic/index.html


Menu Grabber 1.3
Ross Brown AWOLSP@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Network:

/info-mac/gui/

Menu Grabber is a fascinating illustration of the power of Menu Events, Menu
Grabber lets you pick an application from any Macintosh on the network, and
presents an identical copy of its menu bar on your screen (but in bright red and
white-on-black, just so you realize what you might be getting into). While
grabbing an application, you can pull down a menu or use a keyboard equivalent to
simulate the same action on the target application. This application can be useful in
network management, and to people like me who sometimes forget to close a needed
document before leaving the office.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



PPPop 1.4.1
Rob Friefeld friefeld@deltanet.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Network:

/info-mac/comm/inet/conn/

PPPop is a MacPPP 2.0.1 operator application. It puts up a little window containing
a button. Clicking on the button opens or closes a PPP link. An arrow on the button
shows the current state of PPP: up or down.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



rnMac 2.0d2
Roy Wood rrwood@io.org

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Network:

http://www.io.org/~rrwood/

rnMac is a offline newsreader/mailer for Macintosh computers. If you don't know
what Usenet news is, you probably don't have much need for this program. Contrary
to what the name implies, this is not a port of “rn” or any similarly-named
newsreader. rnMac knows how to interact with NNTP servers in addition to its
ability to work with a uucp-based feed (such as one involving UUPC and ToadNews).
To use rnMac in an NNTP context, you will, of course, have to have MacTCP or Open
Transport installed and configured correctly on your Mac.

Shareware $25

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.io.org/~rrwood/


TalkShow 1.0b
Show&Tell Software mai@nando.net

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Network:

/info-mac/comm/

TalkShow is a networking program that allows 2 users to communicate graphically,
pictorially, and with spoken text, using Apple's text-to-speech technology.  It is
basically an enhanced white-board application. It works well over widely available
network speeds (14.4kb or higher and AppleTalk).

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



XTimer 1.9.2
Eric Long 72764.1072@compuserve.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Network:

http://members.aol.com/XTimer4Mac/

XTimer is a timer for tracking and logging time-based charges. The idea to create
XTimer... began with a desire to keep track of expenses while using extended service
areas of CompuServe. Later, the idea was expanded to include users of different
online services, such as America Online and Prodigy, and also PPP users on the
Internet. CompuServe has since dropped the extended/basic services format and
adopted a format similar to America Online.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://members.aol.com/XTimer4Mac/


A PowerBook Suite 1.0
Randall Voth hvoth@cln.etc.bc.ca

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

/info-mac/cfg/

A PowerBook Suite is a shareware set of PowerBook utilities consisting of: a new
backlight dimmer that can invert your PowerBook's screen and fade any attached
color monitors; keyboard control of backlight and contrast; a new
user-configurable menu clock that adds an analog/digital clock, date, elapsed timer,
estimated battery remaining and complete battery status; the menu clock can be
dragged anywhere in your menubar (shift-drag); control-click sleeps your
PowerBook; command-click spins down your hard drive; option-click resets the
elapsed timer; keyboard switching between applications; a new system menu that
allows easy toggling of Appletalk, Filesharing and color depth. You can also turn off
an Express Modem.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Aaron 1.3.2
Gregory D. Landweber greg@math.harvard.edu

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

http://greg.math.harvard.edu/

Why wait for eight? Your Mac can have the Copland user experience today! Just
drop Aaron into your Extensions folder, and your Mac will look just like the Copland
Default Theme will (Aaron is based on Apple's official Copland interface specs).
Aaron gives you 3D Copland-style windows, scroll bars, buttons, folder icons,
menus, fonts, pop-ups, progress boxes, Finder window headers, and more. Aaron is
a fat binary for Macs and PowerMacs.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://greg.math.harvard.edu/


AppSizer 2.21
Peirce Software info@peircesw.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

http://www.peircesw.com/

AppSizer is a control panel (cdev) that allows you to modify an application's
MultiFinder memory partition size as you launch it. To do this, you just hold down
the control key as you launch the application and AppSizer brings up a dialog that
lets you specify the application's partition size. You use the control panel interface
to set which key you want to be the magic key that brings up the AppSizer dialog.
You also use the control panel interface to register your copy of AppSizer and toBL
read the help messages that tell you more about AppSizer.

Shareware $19.95

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.peircesw.com/


BeHierarchic 3.0.3
Fabien Octave 100020.1501@compuserve.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

/info-mac/gui/

BeHierarchic is one of the first AppleMenu enhancers. After installing
BeHierarchic, when you click in the Apple, it lets you display submenus for each
folder, folder alias or server alias located into your Apple Menu Folder.
BeHierarchic will work on any Macintosh model from a Mac Plus up to the latest
PowerMacintosh with system 7.0 to and including 7.5.3. BeHierarchic will display
more than five level of sub menus. It allows you to change the font and size used to
display the Apple Menu. It can display small icons in the submenus, and much more.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Chuck's Printer Driver 1.4.0
Charles Rentmeesters chuck@msn.fullfeed.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

/info-mac/prn/

Chuck's Printer Driver is a printer driver / chooser device for using Epson
compatible dot-matrix and HP Laser Jet compatible printers with your Macintosh
computer.  (Not to mention the hundreds of printers out there that are compatible
with the above printers, or Panasonic printers.)  It has been tested on a Macintosh
Powerbook 180c (system 7.1, and system 7.5), with a Panasonic KX-P1080i
printer, a IBM Color Jetprinter, and a HP Color DeskJet 540.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Clipfolio 1.5
SingleTrac Software singltrc@dimensional.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

/info-mac/gui/

Clipfolio watches your work and every time you cut or copy information to the
clipboard, Clipfolio copies that information. Your information is saved and you can
come back later to use it over and over while you continue copying new stuff (which
is also being saved). Clipfolio will save up to 20 of your most recent cuts or copies.
Automatically! When you want to access something that Clipfolio has saved, simply
bring up Clipfolio's window and select the desired item.  It will be put back on the
clipboard in its original form!

Shareware $20

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Décor 3.0.1
Francois Pottier Francois.Pottier@ens.fr

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

http://www.eleves.ens.fr:8080/home/pottier/

Décor is an incredibly cool System extension which allows you to replace the boring
desktop pattern with a background picture of your choice. Décor handles
StartupScreen, PICT, GIF and JPEG files. It has a lot of great features; for instance,
you can ask it to select pictures from a certain folder, and to pick a new one every
10 minutes. It is also accelerated for PowerPCs.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.eleves.ens.fr:8080/home/pottier/


DeskPicture 4.02
Peirce Software info@peircesw.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

http://www.peircesw.com/

DeskPicture is a handy utility that makes it easy for you to display pictures on your
desktop and manipulate them to your taste. Once you've placed one or more pictures
on your desktop, DeskPicture provides many options for adjusting their appearance.
In general, DeskPicture offers many of the same functions for moving pictures and
changing their size as drawing applications, so if you've ever used that type of
application, you should have no problems working with DeskPicture.

Shareware $19.95

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.peircesw.com/


Disk Wizard 2.0
Francois Pottier Francois.Pottier@ens.fr

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

http://www.eleves.ens.fr:8080/home/pottier/

Disk Wizard is a disk cataloguing program. But unlike other such utilities, it does
not require you to scan disks after changing their contents; instead, they're scanned
automatically when you eject them. This means that Disk Wizard always knows
which file is where, without bothering you in any way. It allows fast searching and
searching for duplicates, expanding StuffIt archives on the fly, dragging files from
it to the Finder, etc. Disk Wizard supports floppies, CDs, SyQuests, hard disks,
whatever. And it is accelerated for PowerPCs.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.eleves.ens.fr:8080/home/pottier/


eDOC 1.1.2
Michel Touchot 100023.1256@compuserve.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

/info-mac/app/

This is a very cool and extremely efficient way of creating electronic documents,
similar to Acrobat Reader files. However, with eDOC, you can create standalone
documents which don't require a reader. Although it does not have such features as
bookmarks, it is still a very nice and inexpensive method of distributing
information.

Shareware $25

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Font-o-rama! 1.0.1
Aaron Starr starra@peak.org

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

/info-mac/font/util/

Font-o-rama! is a font dialog box. It is a drop-in replacement for the font dialog
box or font menus in all the applications you use. With Font-o-rama! you can see
all the fonts on your system at once! It's better than other font dialog boxes, because
it's carefully designed to be very quick and easy to use. It's better than font menus
for the same reason. If you like using the keyboard, you can quickly select and set
fonts using only the keyboard. If you like the mouse, you can set any font, size, or
style with a single click.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



ForceQuit 1.0b
Jerome Genest jgenest@phy.ulaval.ca

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

/info-mac/cfg/

ForceQuit is an extension and application combination that adds some features to the
conventional "ForceQuit" (option-cmd-esc) option available on the Mac since
System 7. It is now possible to avoid the usual dialog box for the applications you've
selected, and it will also prevent you from inadvertently quitting a process. You can
also protect your computer against intruders.

Shareware $5

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Godot's Faces 1.08
Gregory Lemperle-Kerr ASTARTE@applelink.apple.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

/info-mac/cfg/

If you want to use an icon set as a replacement for the ones that come standard with
the System, and you don't want to do dangerous ResEdit work to install them, Godot's
Faces will help. You can also use it to keep sounds and other System-related items
(FKeys, etc.) out of the System file.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Greg's Buttons 3.7.6
Gregory D. Landweber greg@math.harvard.edu

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

http://greg.math.harvard.edu/

Have you ever wondered why System 7's windows and scroll bars are 3D and shaded
while the push buttons are still flat and black and white? Are your eyes tired of
staring at bright white window backgrounds? Does that blocky Chicago font get you
down? Or maybe you just yearn for a red stop sign. If so, you should try Greg's
Buttons, a control panel that lets you customize your Mac's user interface. Once you
use it, you will never be able to go back.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://greg.math.harvard.edu/


Greg's Hack 1.0
Gregory D. Landweber greg@math.harvard.edu

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

http://greg.math.harvard.edu/

Greg's Hack is a tiny extension that anti-aliases most of the text on your Mac's
screen. In other words, it uses shades of gray to blur the jagged edges of bitmap
fonts. Anti-aliasing makes tiny text legible and large text smoother. This process
requires either PostScript or TrueType fonts and a monitor capable of displaying at
least 16 grays. It looks best at high screen resolutions, and since anti-aliasing is
processor intensive, a Power Mac is recommended.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://greg.math.harvard.edu/


MasterFKey 1.0
Peter Hoerster hoerste@uni-muenster.de

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

/info-mac/cfg/

Have you ever found yourself needing more than ten FKeys at your fingertips or
forgotten which command-shift-key goes with a specific FKey? Have you ever
reinstalled your System and lost all of your FKeys? Have you ever had the wish to
see all of your FKeys in a list to select one by mouse? Have you ever slowed down
your machine with a bunch of rarely needed extensions? Have you ever been afraid
to spend memory for a system extension which does only simple things which could
also been done by an FKey? All of this problems are solved by MasterFKey, the
ultimate FKey utility to manage all your FKeys as easy as possible!

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Menu Bar Pattern 1.3.1
Sonflower Softworks SonflowrSw@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

/info-mac/gui/

Menu Bar Pattern will convert your plain menu bar into a piece of eye candy. You
can have just about any pattern displayed in the menu bar. Instead of just decorating
your desktop, why not spruce up that menu bar of yours?

Shareware $7

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Menu Events 1.3
Ross Brown AWOLSP@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

/info-mac/gui/

Menu Events is a system extension that bridges the gap between scripting
applications and the vast number of non-scriptable applications. It makes most
applications controllable through their menu commands, using program linking
(Apple events). Any script, or any program equipped to send Menu events, can
query and execute the menu commands of any compatible application on any
Macintosh on the network. An AppleScript scripting addition ('osax') and sample
script show you how to control an application through its menus. You can record
Menu event commands directly into a script editor by pressing the Caps Lock key
while selecting items from menus.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Pict Pocket 1.3
Ross Brown AWOLSP@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

/info-mac/gst/grf/

Pict Pocket is a different kind of screen capture utility, great for people who need to
build a lot of window pictures into their documents, but don't want to waste a lot of
storage. Most of the pictures in AWOL Utilities help files were captured using
PictPocket. PictPocket "picks the pocket" of applications as they draw their
windows, not after they have been drawn. This difference allows it to place in the
Clipboard a 'PICT' which represents the actual elements drawn, rather than a
bitmap (raster) image.  (You choose whether or not to include the window frame.)
Not only is a PictPocket 'PICT' smaller than a bitmap 'PICT', and not proportional in
size to the depth of color, but you retain the ability to edit the picture later, using
an application such as Microsoft Word or PowerPoint. Change text, colors, position
of elements, whatever! If you need a blow-up of the picture, just change the Page
Setup scaling factor, and it will still print perfectly, with no bitmap "jaggies."

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



PopupCD 1.3.1
John Brochu jbrochu@tiac.net

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

/info-mac/gst/snd/

PopupCD is a unique and elegant solution to your CD audio control needs, allowing
you to play your audio CDs in the background while you work. It is a popup remote
control that installs as a control panel/extension, and remains totally hidden until
you call it up with a click of the mouse button. The popup remote includes all
conventional CD player functions, as well as a very functional LCD display and
elapsed track/disc time bargraph, all rendered in a realistic 3D interface that
makes playing your CDs a pleasure!

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Power Windows 1.0.2
Gregory D. Landweber greg@math.harvard.edu

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

http://greg.math.harvard.edu/

Power Windows is a tiny extension that lets you drag the entire contents of windows
instead of a dotted outline. Unlike other similar extensions, Power Windows uses
backing store to preserve the contents of the screen as you drag, instead of turning
your window into a giant eraser.

Shareware $5

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://greg.math.harvard.edu/


Program Switcher 3.4.0
Michael F. Kamprath kamprat@leonardo.net

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

http://www.leonardo.net/kamprath/claireware.html

Program Switcher is a simple control panel which allows you to quickly switch
between running applications. You can control switching by a user settable key
sequence. Program Switcher displays a small window during the switching process
which helps you pick which application you would like to switch to. There is an
option to automatically hide all background applications when switching to a new
application and the ability to quit applications by "marking" them when switching
with Program Switcher. Program Switcher is a FAT control panel.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.leonardo.net/kamprath/claireware.html


SCSI eject FKEY
Sauro Speranza speranza@cirfid.unibo.it

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

/info-mac/gui/

SCSI eject will eject just about any media you can insert into your SCSI drives,
from CD-ROMs to flopticals. It cannot eject SyQuest cartridges, since these require
a manual switch.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Sleeper 2.0.3
Jon Gotow gotow@stclairsw.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

http://www.stclairsw.com/stclairsw/

Sleeper is a control panel for desktop Macintoshes and Power Macintoshes that dims
the screen, powers down Energy Star compliant monitors, and spins down disk
drives after periods of inactivity.  In addition to working well on the desktop,
Sleeper is well suited for unattended operations. For file servers, ftp and http
hosts, and unattended telephony such as fax and BBS systems, Sleeper will wake the
drives up when they are needed and put them to sleep when they are idle.  Sleeper is
easily configurable; it provides hotkey control for on-demand activation of its sleep
features, and separate delay settings for screen dimming, monitor power down, and
disk sleep.

Shareware $20

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.stclairsw.com/stclairsw/


Smooth Windows 1.1
Jonas Walldén jonasw@lysator.liu.se

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

http://www.lysator.liu.se/~jonasw/shareware.html

Smooth Windows (formerly called Smooth Move) is an extension which implements
translucent window dragging. It is even possible to adjust the degree of translucency
while you are moving a window. Version 1.1 adds support for 680x0 Macintoshes,
and also has an improved control panel with more customizable keyboard shortcuts
and Balloon Help.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.lysator.liu.se/~jonasw/shareware.html


Snapz 1.0.0
Ambrosia Software help@ambrosiasw.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/

Snapz is the big game hunter of screen capture programs: it'll capture the wild ones
for you. No image is too fast, too tricky, or too large. Snapz captures them all:
startup icons, pull down menus, games in the thick of the action, animation, video...
not even your screen saver displays are safe. MacWeek says Snapz "...is the first
screen-capture utility that can grab on-screen activities, such as the march of
start-up icons and zooming rectangles." Macworld magazine calls Snapz the screen
capture utility that "...can ride to your rescue."

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/


Super Save 1.1.3
Michael F. Kamprath kamprat@leonardo.net

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

http://www.leonardo.net/kamprath/claireware.html

Super Save is an easy-to-use control panel which saves all the keystrokes you make
to a convenient save file. It helps protect your data from accidental loss, an integral
part of any overall data protection scheme. Super Save is active at all times or only
when any application from an user-defined application list is the front program. A
password bypass feature allows you to skip the recording of your sensitive
information. Super Save is a FAT control panel.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.leonardo.net/kamprath/claireware.html


Symbionts 2.6.3
Nivek Research nivek@kagi.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

http://www.kagi.com/authors/nivek/

Symbionts is an extension that monitors the startup process. Symbionts displays
the name and number of bytes of memory each system extension allocates from the
system heap. The name and number appear beneath the extension's icon, and since
the name is usually truncated, Symbionts also displays it in the menu bar.
Symbionts even shows the icons for those extensions that don't normally reveal
themselves.

Shareware $20

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.kagi.com/authors/nivek/


UnModal Dialog 0.9.1
Michael F. Kamprath kamprat@leonardo.net

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

http://www.leonardo.net/kamprath/claireware.html

UnModal Dialog is a system extension that converts most modal dialogs into movable
modal dialogs. It is useful for switching out of applications that are conducting
lengthy processing while a modal dialog is up. UnModal Dialog is a FAT system
extension.

Shareware $5

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.leonardo.net/kamprath/claireware.html


ValueFax 2.0.8
Pancomm valuefax@netcom.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

ftp://ftp.netcom.com/pub/va/valuefax/

ValueFax is a commercial quality, full function product with QuickFax, fax driver,
full reception and conversion of the fax in background, installer, and an online
manual. Versions of this product have been shipping commercially under different
names for several years. The basic product has been thoroughly tested in a variety
of Mac configurations using a variety of Class 1 and Class 2 modems (this product
will not work with modems that support Class 2.0 only or  with Apple's express
modems or with Apple's Geoport modems).

Shareware $23

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

ftp://ftp.netcom.com/pub/va/valuefax/


Virtual Desktop 1.9
Ross Brown AWOLSP@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

/info-mac/gui/

Virtual Desktop is the premier virtual desktop manager for the Macintosh that
works on all types of Macs and all types of monitors.  For 160K of memory, you can
have a virtual desktop as big as you like, in full color. Excellent for PowerBooks and
other Macs with the ability to run many programs at once, but nowhere to put the
windows.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



WindowMenu 1.2
Mark Aran Aiken marka@ee.mcgill.ca

Maclopedia:The Shareware:System:

http://www.kagi.com/authors/marka/

WindowMenu is a utility to allow you to work more efficiently with windows.

It allows you to bring a specific window to the front, even through it may be
completely obscured by other open windows, by providing a
popup menu of all open windows in an application. It also provides hotkeys for
cycling forward and backward through all open windows.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.kagi.com/authors/marka/


Balloon Popper .45
Robert Schenk bobs@saintjoe.edu

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/cfg/

The normal way to get this little message is with Balloon Help. However, it seemed
to me that presenting this message in a different form might be very useful in some
cases. If I have 100 applications, I do not want to go through and point to each of
them to see what it does. I would rather have a list of them with a description. And
that is what Balloon Popper does. It goes through a folder or a drive (including CD
drives), finds all the applications on it, and sees if they have a finder balloon. If one
does, the program tries to read it. Then the name of the application and its
description, if any, are put into a list which can be saved.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



CalcWorks 1.5.2
John Brochu jbrochu@tiac.net

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/sci/calc/

CalcWorks is a very nice calculator implementation. Use it instead of the Apple
supplied Calculator desk accessory. It includes numerous features such a scientific
functions, RPN mode, etc. It is unique among computer-based applications in that it
includes special calculation routines that avoid inaccuracies inherent in floating
point math. A simple test for this problem is "1.0 - 0.9 - 0.1". Most calculators
and spreadsheets generate an erroneous non-zero result to this a similar
calculations. Not CalcWorks!

Shareware $20

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Cheat II 3.0
Adam Miller miller@minerva.cis.yale.edu

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/game/

Cheat II is an application that lets gamers cheat ruthlessly in their games. Instead of
a small collection of hacks or patches, Cheat II is a flexible app that enables users to
cheat in virtually any game, in many different ways. Cheat's modular structure lets
you design and save your own cheats, which can then be exported or imported,
shared with your friends, or on the web page! You don't need to be a hacker to use
Cheat: its easy-to-use interface makes it easy for everyone! Version 3 has all sorts
of new features, including hot keys and improved shortcuts.

Shareware $5

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Compact Pro 1.51
Bill Goodman goodman@cyclos.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.cyclos.com/

Compact Pro is a file compression utility which lets you reduce the size of many of
the files on your computer. Making files smaller can free up valuable space on your
hard drive. It can also reduce the number of floppy disks needed to save backup
copies of important files. If you transfer files between computers using modems,
you can save time and money by first compressing the files since compressed files
usually take significantly less time to transmit.

Shareware $25

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.cyclos.com/


DataConverter 1.3
Brian Durand bdurand@artic.edu

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/cmp/

The purpose of this program is to provide a simple method for Macintosh users to
convert the data from databases running on mainframes or other platforms into
something that can be read in and used on their desktop machines.

Shareware $25

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



DictionaryEdit 1.3
Simon Fraser smfr@santafe.edu

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/cfg/

DictionaryEdit is an application for editing the pronuncation dictionaries used by
text-to-speech applications which use the Speech Manager. Dictionaries are used to
substitute words in the text to be spoken with others, either to correct
idiosyncrasies in pronunciation, for localization purposes, or just for fun.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Disinfectant 3.6
John Norstad j-norstad@nwu.edu

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://charlotte.acns.nwu.edu/jln/

Disinfectant is one of the nicest utilities around. It is a anti-virus program that
prevents your computer from being infested by annoying virii. It will even install
an INIT that will protect your computer when you insert a foreign floppy disk into
your disk drive. And best of all, it’s free.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://charlotte.acns.nwu.edu/jln/


DiskSweeper 1.0
James G. Speth speth@end.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/disk/

This simple utility will free up space on a floppy used by an excessively large
Desktop file. Simply drop the offending floppy onto DiskSweeper, and in seconds it
will be fixed. This is much faster and easier than reformatting the disk.

Shareware $1

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



DocJet 1.2.0
Rocco Moliterno rocco@mbox.vol.it

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/gui/

DocJet is a utility for opening any file type, folders, disks, by means of an
alternative application. With DocJet you can also link any given application to a key
(and you choose the key...): when you drag a file, or folder, or disk, while holding
down that key, your file is opened by the linked application. Last but not least,
DocJet can directly open any file type, including cdevs, desk accessories, disks,
folders, simply by typing a key. At last, you can remove all the aliases cluttering up
your desktop and use DocJet instead.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



DoDelete 1.0.0
Michael F. Kamprath kamprat@leonardo.net

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.leonardo.net/kamprath/claireware.html

DoDelete is a drag & drop utility for the secure deletion of files. It uses U.S.
Department of Defense recommendations for permanently removing data from your
hard drive. When files are delete with DoDelete, it is next to impossible for them to
be recovered in any way. DoDelete is a FAT application.

Shareware $5

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.leonardo.net/kamprath/claireware.html


DropReception 2.2
Yasushi Abu Kurosawa kurosawa@wellmet.or.jp

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.wellmet.or.jp/~kurosawa/

DropReception is an intelligent application launching utility. Instead of cluttering
your desktop with aliases of drag and drop aware apps, just put a copy of
DropReception there. It will learn the relationship of file type and applications. It
also supports Internet Config.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.wellmet.or.jp/~kurosawa/


DropStuff w/EE 4.0
Aladdin Systems info@aladdinsys.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.aladdinsys.com/

DropStuff with Expander Enhancer allows you to create plain or self-extracting
StuffIt archives using a drag & drop interface. You can also create binhex files from
your StuffIt archives. Adds PowerPC acceleration to StuffIt Expander!

Shareware $30

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.aladdinsys.com/


Easy Envelopes+ 2.6.0
Ambrosia Software help@ambrosiasw.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/

Easy Envelopes is an electronic address book and envelope printer, that stores
thousands of names, addresses, and phone numbers. Powerful editing options give
your correspondence a clear, crisp, professional yet personalized look. With the
built in word search function, Easy Envelopes doubles as an electronic phone book.
After a simple one time set up, Easy Envelopes is ready to go. Easy Envelopes Plus
embraces the Macintosh spirit: providing a simpler way to achieve better results.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/


Eclipse 3.0.1
Ambrosia Software help@ambrosiasw.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/

Eclipse is a screen saver. As an application, Eclipse offers the benefits of
Extension-based screen savers, without the problems they can cause. Ambrosia's
Eclipse needs only 90k of RAM, & 200K of HD space. Ambrosia's lean, mean, screen
saving machine is the Swiss Army Knife of screen saver programs.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/


epsConverter 1.4
Art Age Software ArtAge@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://users.aol.com/ArtAge/ArtAge.html

epsConverter is a utility that can read any portable EPS or PostScript file and
convert it into an Adobe Illustrator file, suitable for editing with Adobe Illustrator,
or with any application that can import Illustrator files. It preserves the vector
EPS information, including high resolution curves, which allows for smooth scaling
(zooming in and out), and a very high degree of editing with popular PostScript
illustration packages, such as Adobe Illustrator and Macromedia FreeHand.

Shareware $24.95

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://users.aol.com/ArtAge/ArtAge.html


EPStoPICT 1.1
Art Age Software ArtAge@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://users.aol.com/ArtAge/ArtAge.html

EPStoPICT is a utility that can read any portable EPS or PostScript file and convert
it into a Macintosh PICT file, suitable for editing with a Macintosh drawing
application, or for viewing with any application that supports standard PICT files.

Shareware $24.99

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://users.aol.com/ArtAge/ArtAge.html


FilterTop 1.0 Promo
TopSoft, Inc. info@topsoft.org

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.topsoft.org/

FilterTop is an application that allows Macintosh files to be processed through a
series of “filtering” operations. These operations are provided via plug-in modules
and are configured by the user via a graphical interface. This is the “promotional”
version of FilterTop, a free product of TopSoft, Inc. This version is fully functional.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.topsoft.org/


FindText 1.3.1
Patrick Maes maes@macbel.be

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/text/

FindText is a utility program that searches your files for specific text. It can search
your 1000 Mb harddisk for that one file you're looking for containing a specific
name, subject, date, word, ....  You can select which kind of files you want to search.
Eg. search only in files of type TEXT or only files created after 1-1-95 and not
larger than 300 kb. Instead of manually opening all your documents and looking for
a specific address let FindText do it for you (you probably will forget to open the
document you are looking for because it is in a folder where it doesn't belong and you
don't expect it to be there). It saves you a lot of time and boring work. FindText can
work in the background.

Shareware $20

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



FlashWrite ][ 1.1.0
Ambrosia Software help@ambrosiasw.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/

FlashWrite ][ is a notepad utility. A notepad utility serves the same purpose as a
paper scratch pad, sometimes you just want to jot something down. Equipped with
many of the options found in full-blown word processors, FlashWrite's
functionality better enables you to organize your thoughts. With FlashWrite's built
in word search function, you're always able to find what you're looking for.
FlashWrite also offers a full range of print and style choices.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/


Gestalt.Appl 2.7
Jean-Pierre Curcio JPC83@calvacom.fr

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/cfg/

The Gestalt Manager has been included with the Mac OS since System 6.0.4. It allows
every application to know about the exact environment which it has been launched
in. Dozens of topics are included for applications that use the Gestalt function
defined in the Macintosh Toolbox API. The applications provide a “selector” as a
parameter coded with exactly four characters and Gestalt returns information also
coded as four bytes or an error code. The aim of Gestalt.Appl application is to show
any user (not only developers) this information. Gestalt.Appl is a database of
information published (or sometimes not published) by Apple and an interactive
tool that allows you to ask the system and its extensions about features they
implement.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Greg's Browser 2.5.4
Gregory D. Landweber greg@math.harvard.edu

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://greg.math.harvard.edu/

Do you think the Finder is too slow and clumsy when navigating through your folder
structure? Do you perhaps use a hierarchical Apple menu utility but are tired of
zigging and zagging your mouse from submenu to submenu? Or maybe you just like
color icons. If so, then you should try Greg's Browser. Displaying multiple folders
side-by-side in a single window, Greg's Browser lets you simultaneously see the
contents of a folder, its parent, and a subfolder, providing a quick and easy way of
moving both up and down through your folder hierarchy. Greg's Browser can browse
into StuffIt and Compact Pro archives just like they were normal folders, and it
uses Aladdin's StuffIt Engine for stuffing, binhexing, and expanding files. Greg's
Browser also uses Macintosh Drag and Drop for inter-application dragging.

Shareware $20

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://greg.math.harvard.edu/


Help on Wheels 1.3
Ross Brown AWOLSP@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/app/

Help on Wheels is a generic help server, which springs from the help facility in
the famous Disinfectant program, offers on-line, context-sensitive help service to
all AWOL Utilities programs, and potentially others to come. As a user, you see help
for several client programs stacked in a single window, with each program's menu
commands and dialog items keyed to descriptive paragraphs in the help file.  You can
tell the help server to follow your actions in the background, so that you can read
about the program while you use it. Hypertext links connect related sections and
trigger demonstration actions by the client application.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Hover Bar 1.2.8
Guy Fullerton hedgeboy@pop3.kagi.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.deltanet.com/users/hedgeboy/

HoverBar keeps icons and clipboard data at your fingertips by storing them on bars
that float over everything, no matter what program you are using. It is by far one of
the coolest and least expensive utilities in existence!

Shareware $5

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.deltanet.com/users/hedgeboy/


HypnOptic 1.0.3
Rocco Moliterno rocco@mbox.vol.it

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/app/ss/

HypnOptic is the mad, acid, savescreen application that will drive you crazy  if you
watch it carefully...

Postcardware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



ISOnoHFS 2.0
Sauro Speranza speranza@cirfid.unibo.it

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/gui/

ISOnoHFS is an application which will mount the ISO portion of a hybrid CD-ROM. If
you have ever purchased a computer magazine that comes with a CD-ROM, and you
want to see what's on the PC side of the disc, here's a utility that will reveal the
contents to you.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Jade 1.02
Eric Shieh eshieh@parker.eecs.berkeley.edu

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/gst/grf/

Jade is a multithreaded JPEG viewer for the Mac which is relatively lean (388K as
a fat binary, and a minimum memory partition size of 600K) but is extremely fast
and sports some unique features. Multithreading gives you constant access to all of
Jade's features: especially useful when used as a helper for a web browser or when
you just want to decompress two images at once. Through the use of its own virtual
memory scheme, Jade can have many (around 100+ files at the preferred partition
setting) files simultaneously regardless of their size. This is because decompressed
images only occupy a little RAM and the actual image is stored on disk. This feature
allows you to do batch viewing jobs which are especially useful on slower machines:
drop a ton of JPEGs on it and get a cup of coffee. When you return, voila! Jade can
also display JPEG's at their full size or in a small (but quick!) preview size in
addition to the standard screen size. This coupled with a delete file hot key allows
users to sift and filter through many images with ease. Jade is also one of the first
JPEG viewers to support Progressive JPEGs which are becoming prominent in web
sites.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



JPEGView 3.3.1
Aaron Giles agiles@sirius.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.med.cornell.edu/~giles/aarong.html

JPEGView is a (what else?) JPEG viewer. You can view, print, and crop pictures. It
can also read other formats such as TIFF, PICT, GIF, etc.

Postcardware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.med.cornell.edu/~giles/aarong.html


List Cleaner™ 1.0
SYNEX synex@snx.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.snx.com/

List Cleaner is a mailing list duplicate elimination utility. It reads address lists and
eliminates duplicates by means of fuzzy logic. List Cleaner allows you to use any tab
or return delimited text file created by your favorite word processor, spreadsheet
or database. List Cleaner(tm) is not crippled, it is not a demo. When you register,
you receive a serial number which makes available additional features (list
capacity expands to 300,000 addresses).

Shareware $25

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.snx.com/


MacEnvelope™ Lite 1.0
SYNEX synex@snx.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.snx.com/

MacEnvelope Lite allows you to create an address list with up to 1600 records,
print to any Macintosh compatible printer and includes AVERY label templates,
several popular envelope templates, the ability to print POSTNET and FIM bar
codes, and design and save your own envelope and label templates.

Shareware $25

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.snx.com/


MacGzip 1.0
SPDsoft macspd@ivo.cps.unizar.es

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/cmp/

MacGzip is a gzip compressor (GNU zip) for the Macintosh. It requires system 7 or
better, and it should work in any Macintosh if you have the correct combination of
software and CPU (if you want to know which version of MacGzip you have, choose
'get info' from the finder; 68K and FAT run on any Macintosh (FAT runs native for
Power Macs); and the version for Power Mac only runs on Power Macs). MacGzip
works better if you have Internet Config installed; gzip is not an archiver, but a
compressor. A compressor makes a compressed file for every plain file; an
archiver will make a single compressed file from a set of files/directories.

GNU Public License

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Maybe 1.5
Ross Brown AWOLSP@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/gui/

Maybe picks up where Finder left off in its implementation of aliases. Maybe
converts a Finder alias file to give it an additional effect. Converted aliases do more
than just point to the original item. They can: play a sound; open or print every
item in the target folder; open some other item (document, application, folder, or
whatever) first; send an Apple event to another program; make a startup item
optional, by questioning the user, or checking the state of a key. Maybe doesn't solve
your problems directly, but it gives you the power to do a lot of things you've been
wanting to do.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Pandora's Box 1.0
Illume Software ILLUMESoft@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://members.aol.com/illumesoft/illume.html

Pandora's Box is a game enhancement utility which lets you cheat at a number of
games. It can locate and change game values (i.e. ammunition, health, lives, money,
and other numerical values), find unknown game values (i.e. values that are
displayed graphically instead of numerically, such as status bars, gauges, and
indicators), and much more.

Shareware $25

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://members.aol.com/illumesoft/illume.html


PhoneWatcher 1.5
Evan Olcott eolcott@mail.triplo.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.triplo.com/triplo.html

PhoneWatcher is a personal telephone manager for your Macintosh and modem. With
PhoneWatcher, you can track when your phone rings, any caller ID info, and make
the computer alert you with sounds and visuals when your phone rings. In order to
use PhoneWatcher, you simply need an external modem. If you want to use the
features available with caller ID, you need a modem capable of recognizing caller ID.
PhoneWatcher has it's own built-in serial port arbitrators, and is compatible with
most other software that wants to use the serial port (ZTerm, MacSLIP, FreePPP,
etc.); PhoneWatcher only listens to the modem when no other
application is using it.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.triplo.com/triplo.html


PowerScan 2.1
Jonas Walldén jonasw@lysator.liu.se

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.lysator.liu.se/~jonasw/shareware.html

PowerScan is a disk scanning utility that lets you list the contents of any disk or
folder, filter the result and remove duplicate items. Using an extensible plug-in
architechure, PowerScan can scan StuffIt, Compact Pro and Font/DA suitcase files
automatically. Filters can also be integrated into the application in a similar
fashion. PowerScan takes advantage of Apple's Thread Manager (included) to run
several tasks concurrently or in the background. Easy to use, yet very powerful
user interface with full support for Balloon Help.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.lysator.liu.se/~jonasw/shareware.html


ShrinkWrap™ 2.0.1
Chad Magendanz chad@halcyon.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.halcyon.com/shrinkwrap/

ShrinkWrap was created for four basic purposes: To create disk image files quickly
and efficiently, to provide a convenient and reliable means of mounting disk image
files on the desktop, to seamlessly handle disk image files in their archived form,
and to provide a freely distributable alternative to Apple's DiskCopy, DART and
MountImage.

Shareware $20

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.halcyon.com/shrinkwrap/


Smoothie 1.12
Peirce Software info@peircesw.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.peircesw.com/

Smoothie removes the jagged edges from pictures produced in your drawing and
presentation applications using true subpixel anti-aliasing for superior results. It
can be used to anti-alias single pictures, batch process many pictures, or even
process an entire slide show for use in presentations as a Smoothie Slideshow or a
QuickTime movie. Anti-aliasing is the central technology in Smoothie. The basic
operation in anti-aliasing is to fill in the jagged edges between two colors with
intermediate colors. Look closely at the before and after picture below to see the
dramatic difference anti-aliasing makes for on screen graphics.

Shareware $24.95

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.peircesw.com/


SoundApp 2.0.2
Norman Franke franke1@llnl.gov

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www-cs-students.stanford.edu/~franke/SoundApp/

SoundApp is the premiere sound playback and conversion utility for the Macintosh.
It is suitable for use as a sound-playing helper application with any of the popular
WWW browsers, in addition to managing a collection of favorite sound samples and
stand-alone usage.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www-cs-students.stanford.edu/~franke/SoundApp/


StuffIt Expander 4.0.1
Aladdin Systems info@aladdinsys.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.aladdinsys.com/

StuffIt Expander allows you to expand StuffIt, Compact Pro, BinHex, and MacBinary
files from your desktop. Add the Expander Enhancer from "DropStuff with Expander
Enhancer" and StuffIt Expander is PowerPC accelerated, expands more formats
(including .tar!), and joins StuffIt segments. Expander now handles segmented and
multipart encoded files (ie: BinHex and UUencoded files).

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.aladdinsys.com/


StuffIt™ Lite 3.5
Aladdin Systems info@aladdinsys.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.aladdinsys.com/

StuffIt Lite is the original compression, archiving and security product for the
Macintosh. Use it to compress or decompress StuffIt archives.

Shareware $30

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.aladdinsys.com/


StUU 1.1
Stuart Cheshire cheshire@cs.stanford.edu

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://ResComp.Stanford.EDU/~cheshire/

StUU is a lightning fast, Internet Config aware, drag-and-drop UUdecoder for the
Mac. Version 1.1 dramatically improves performance on Macs with RAM Doubler
or Virtual Memory turned on. This utility was written because the author could not
find a decent UUdecoder for the Mac. None of them were able to properly decode a
huge 20 megabyte file he downloaded from the Internet. So, he wrote his own.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://ResComp.Stanford.EDU/~cheshire/


Substitute 1.6.0
Rocco Moliterno rocco@mbox.vol.it

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/disk/

Substitute 1.6.0 can be used as Mini Finder but as well as Desktop Utility; the
package contains a version for each use. It's neat and very small with several,
useful, options: Processes management. Also it tracks the foreground process and
returns any got info in the main window. It can format and/or initialize disks,
removables and diskettes, with "verify" option on or off. A "Verification only"
option is available. It can launch Applications and Desk Accessories with the skill to
make lists of Applications and Desk Accessories, and run them from a proper
menu. It's able to copy (even in background), to delete, to lock/unlock files. It can
move/rename, files, folders, disks (a disk can't be moved obviously). It can make
full aliases of files, folders, disks. It can gather informations about files, folders
and disks. It features SoundLevel and ApplicationFont management. It tracks all
online volumes. Also it reports any Keyboard Layout available.Shutdown/Restart
option available.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



suntar 2.0.5
Sauro Speranza speranza@cirfid.unibo.it

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/cmp/

This is a Mac implementation of the tar (tape archive) program. Use it to archive
or dearchive tar files.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



TechTool™ 1.0.9
MicroMat micromat@nbn.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://micromat.com/mmcs/

TechTool by MicroMat Computer Systems is a useful diagnostic and system utility
which offers these useful functions: Displays thorough System Hardware, Software
and Disk Drive information; Tests for damaged System Files; Rebuilds the Desktop;
Zaps the PRAM; and, Displays and Protects Manufacture Date & Hours of Use
information.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://micromat.com/mmcs/


The Eraser 2.0.0
Rocco Moliterno rocco@mbox.vol.it

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/disk/

The Eraser is a Drag&Drop utility to erase locked/unlocked files, nested folders,
hard disks and diskettes. In "disk" mode The Eraser performs a complete deletion of
disk catalog (without initializing/verifying process). In "file" mode, instead, The
Eraser can perform a simple deletion (to allow the recovery of erased files by
appropriate utilities) or a security deletion, by using a sophisticated procedure (to
make impossible the recovery of erased files by whatever utilities). You can choose
many options to determine how The Eraser should work in "Security Erasing" mode.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



The Musician 2.1.0
Rocco Moliterno rocco@mbox.vol.it

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/gst/snd/

The Musician is a Drag&Drop application to play 'snd ' resources from each dropped
file. The Musician 2.1 is able to scan, quickly, many HD, CD, diskettes, folders, to
find 'snd  ' resources to play and returns a lot of informations, while it's working.
The Musician 2.1 can also work, very fast, in background and supports the
Command-period/escape key tracking. DropKey: if you drag one or more items on
its icon, while option key is down, when The Musician 2.1 finds 'snd ' resources in a
file, tells you how many sounds that file contains and asks for consent, before to
play them.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



To Do! 3.2.1
Ambrosia Software help@ambrosiasw.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/

To Do! is a little Personal Information Manager. Using a traditional outline format,
To Do! organizes information in an easily understandable manner. Enter as many
different topics and subtopics as you like. Both topics and subtopics can include
extensive notes. To Do! displays your list by topic or by priority. To Do!'s printing
capability lets you take your full list or any part of it along with you.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL

http://www.ambrosiasw.com/


ToScrap 1.1.0
Rocco Moliterno rocco@mbox.vol.it

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/app/

ToScrap 1.1.0 is a Drag&Drop application, it copies data from dragged file, without
open it,  directly into Clipboard. In other words, if you drag, for example, a 'PICT'
file on ToScrap 1.1.0 icon, the PICT will be copied into Clipboard, but the file
containing the PICT will remain closed. The data copied can be pasted, naturally,
following the usual procedure, but ToScrap is very useful to check, quickly, the
contents of files. For example if you leave opened the Clipboard window then drag a
'TEXT' file on the ToScrap icon, you can read the text, comfortably and fast, without
use a word processor... There's another nice and useful feature: from ToScrap about
box you can gather info about current scrap file, also you can manage some its
aspects, specifically clear the Scrap, read the Scrap into memory and put the Scrap
on disk.

Shareware $10

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



TranStyle 1.0.1
Rocco Moliterno rocco@mbox.vol.it

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/text/

Many applications and documents have 'styl' resources inside them. If you're
running a non-Roman 2-byte script system (Japanese, Korean, Chinese...), and if
your machine is not really fast, the first text drawing can be rather slow, when you
open a file compiled under a Roman 1-byte script system. This is because your
System should translate the style of text, before showing it. To dramatically
increase the text drawing speed, you should drop your file onto TranStyle 1.0.1
before using it. TranStyle 1.0.1 has several option to translate styles, also  it can
zap all 'styl' resources from file dropped and works very fine in background...

Shareware $5

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



Trash Bag 1.1
Ross Brown AWOLSP@aol.com

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/disk/

Trash Bag is an absurdly simple application you can add to your Startup Items
folder, and you'll never have to worry about download clutter again. Trash Bag
creates and maintains a folder that looks like a bag in front of your desktop trash
can. Use it as the destination folder for encoded Internet downloads, Web browser
cache files, or anything you doubt you'll need tomorrow, and Trash Bag will put
them in the Trash automatically. Unlike the "real" Trash, your Trash Bag folder lets
you open what's inside it, and you can access it through standard file dialogs.  It's
also great for making a temporary backup copy of a document before editing - just
Option-drag it to the bag. Tomorrow, when you no longer need it, it'll be in the
Trash.

Freeware

Author

CD Location

Internet URL



ZipIt 1.3.5
Tom Brown thomas.a.brown@yale.edu

Maclopedia:The Shareware:Utilities:

/info-mac/cmp/

ZipIt is a full-featured Macintosh zip archival program. It can compress files with
an efficiency comparable to Stuffit and Compact Pro, and is fully compatible with
PKZip on the IBM and other zip implementations. ZipIt supports Internet Config,
Macintosh Drag and Drop, and AppleScript, and can zip Macintosh files without
losing any of the Mac-specific data. It also supports multi-segment archives, and
much more. ZipIt runs native on PowerMacs.

Shareware $15

Author

CD Location

Internet URL
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